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DISRUPTION
IN MARKETING,
COMMUNICATIONS
& MEDIA

REGISTRATION

8.55AM

Welcome Address by MSA President

9.00AM

PUTTING ASIA ON THE GLOBAL STAGE
SPEAKER:

9.40AM

INTELLIGENCE BEHIND O2O (ONLINE TO OFFLINE)
BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
SPEAKER:

10.10AM

Clare Rewcastle Brown,
Founder, The Sarawak Report

DON’T THROW THE BABY OUT...
SPEAKER:

		
12.10PM

Sinan Ismail,
Chief Executive Officer, Digital Durian

THE IMPORTANCE OF INDEPENDENT
INVESTIGATIVE MEDIA
SPEAKER:

11.30AM

Victor Topoyossakul,
Chief Commercial Officer, BSS Holdings Co. Ltd

DIDI & FRIENDS + OMAR & HANA. 360° WAY TO SPREAD
JOY & ENGAGE THE HEARTS OF KIDS AND PARENTS
SPEAKER:

10.50AM

Hari Vijayarajan,
Chief Commercial Officer, ONE Championship

Henry Tan,
Chief Executive Officer, Astro

DISRUPTION IN MARKETING,
COMMUNICATIONS & MEDIA
PANELISTS:

		
		
MODERATOR:

Datuk Kamal Khalid, Group MD, Media Prima Bhd
Marc Woo, Country Head, Google Malaysia
Diana Boo, Chief Marketing Officer (MY), Lazada Group SA
Lau Sulin, Regional Head of Country Marketing, Grab

1.00PM

LUNCH

2.00PM

GAME-CHANGED: HOW MAXIS HAS AND CONTINUE
TO BE DISRUPTED
SPEAKER:

		
2.40PM

THE GRAB BRAND STORY:
FROM STOREROOM TO SUPERAPP
SPEAKER:

3.20PM

SPEAKER:

Dato’ Ho Kay Tat,
Group Chief Executive Officer & Publisher,
The Edge Communications

LEADERSHIP IN OPEN SOURCE ERA
SPEAKER:

		

5.00PM

Cheryl Goh,
Group Vice President of Marketing, Grab

THE COMING COLLAPSE OF THE NEWS MEDIA
BUSINESS AS WE KNOW IT

		

4.00PM

Tai Kam Leong,
Head of Brands + Partnerships, Maxis

Lalit Gupta,
Chief Marketing Officer, The Iclif Leadership
And Governance Centre

END OF CONFERENCE
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MARKETING,
Grab

Sinan Ismail
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CHIEF MARKETING OFFICER,
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER,
Digital Durian

Henry Tan

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, Astro

Hari Vijayarajan

CHIEF COMMERCIAL OFFICER,
ONE Championship

Cheryl Goh

GROUP VP OF MARKETING,
Grab

Dato’ Ho Kay Tat

Freda Liu

LEAD PRODUCER
& PRESENTER,
BFM89.9
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Diana Boo

CHIEF MARKETING
OFFICER,
Lazada Malaysia

Datuk
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GROUP CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
& PUBLISHER, The Edge Communications

GROUP MANAGING
DIRECTOR,
Media Prima Bhd

Tai Kam Leong

Marc Woo

HEAD OF BRANDS AND PARTNERSHIPS,
Maxis

Victor Topoyossakul

CHIEF COMMERCIAL OFFICER,
BSS Holdings

COUNTRY HEAD
Google Malaysia

founder
Sarawak Report

Clare
Rewcastle
Brown
Clare Rewcastle Brown is a former
British television reporter and the
founder and editor of the website
Sarawak Report and Radio Free
Sarawak, which came to prominence
for challenging wide scale political
corruption in Malaysia and the
impacts on civil and indigenous
rights as well as on the environment.
Her investigations resulted in the
exposure of the 1MDB Development
Fund scandal, which revealed alleged
grand kleptocracy by the Malaysian
Prime Minister; rocked the global
financial community; helped put the
off-shore finance industry on the run
and embarrassed some of the most
famous figures in Hollywood, Vegas
and New York.
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Speaker • Clare Rewcastle Brown

In 2018 she received the Guardian
Award for fraud repoting from
the Association of Certified
Fraud Examiners and was named
the Bob Brown Foundation’s
‘Environmentalist of the Year’ in
Australia. Fortune Magazine named
her one of the World’s 50 Most
Influential Figures in 2016; she was
named one of Britain’s Women of the
Year 2016. In 2013 she received the
International Press Institute’s Pioneer
of Media Freedom Award; in 2014 she
received Queensland University’s
Communication for Social Change
Award and she was winner of the
One World Media Special Award from
CNN in 2015.
Malaysia issued a warrant for her
arrest and requested INTERPOL
place her on its international
Red Notice list in 2015, however

TOPIC

The
Importance
of
Independent
Investigative
Media

INTERPOL rejected the request
and following the defeat of Najib in
the May 9th 2018 election Malaysia
rescinded the warrant. Her book
The Sarawak Report was placed by
Nasdaq on its list of 8 top summer
reads for 2019, as recommended by
Blackrock the world’s largest private
equity fund.

History has
demonstrated how
investigative journalism
is one of the most
important sources of
raising public awareness
to fight against illegal
activities. It has changed
the situation when all
else seemed impossible.
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Cheryl Goh
group vp of
marketing
Grab

Cheryl Goh is the Head of Marketing
at Grab. In her role, she shapes the
strategy behind the company’s
user growth, country expansion
and service diversification. She also
oversees Grab’s marketing efforts
across the region.
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Speaker • Cheryl Goh

Cheryl has spent a decade in
leadership roles in the digital space,
mostly in technology companies
such as MOL Global and Friendster.
She also headed The New Straits
Times Press Group’s digital arm
and served as Group Digital General
Manager at Nissan Malaysia.
Throughout her career, she has
developed a profound understanding
of digital audiences and how to
build businesses around them. Over
the years, Cheryl has been invited
to speak and serve as a panellist
at various technology, startup and
digital marketing conferences and
forums.

Cheryl holds a Bachelor of
Commerce (Economics & Marketing)
from Curtin University. She is an
avid underwater photographer and
considers herself a true Gen Y.

TOPIC

The Grab
Brand
Story: From
Storeroom to
Superapp
Cheryl Goh, Group VP of
Marketing, tells the story
of Malaysian born Grab
and its evolution into the
region’s Superapp.
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chief marketing
officer
The Iclif Leadership &
Governance Centre

Lalit Gupta
Lalit is a corporate leader and mindfulness
practitioner. He has over 30 years of
extensive business leadership experience
and has led strategy formulation, execution
and change initiatives across countries in
Asia Pacific and Japan. He skilfully combines
practical leadership experience in diverse
cultures with his training and experience in
coaching to bring invaluable insights to his
clients. He believes that stress and anxiety
need not be a natural by-product of success.
Business Background & Experience
•

At Iclif, Lalit provides leadership to the
overall sales and marketing strategy and
execution, covering over 21 countries,
across the globe

•

In his last role, Lalit was Vice President at
Oracle Corporation, leading their Public
Sector and Education business for Asia
Pacific and Japan

•

His experience covers sales, marketing,
finance and strategic planning, as
well as driving large scale business
transformations in Public Sector and
Financial Sector organisations
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Speaker • Lalit Gupta

•

Working at the cutting-edge between
technology and business, Lalit is
frequently called upon to share his
expertise on topics including Big Data,
social media, cloud computing and
mobile innovation Lalit has provided
leadership to large teams of very senior
executives with cultural and regional
diversity. A number if his team members
have gone on to take Regional and Global
Leadership positions in Fortune 500
companies

TOPIC

Open Source Leadership (OSL): Leading and
Managing in the Digital Age
The world’s largest
taxi company owns
no cars; and employs
no drivers directly.
The world’s largest
hotel service owns no
properties and employs
no housekeeping or
room service staff.
Communication has been
whatsapped, memories
instagrammed, and life
itself facebooked. Almost
everything we knew as
normal in both business
and social life has
changed dramatically just
in the last 15 years. We
now live and work in the
age of 24/7 connectivity
where knowledge is
free and abundant,
everyone is empowered,
and everything is totally
transparent.

Welcome to the open
source era! Where
everything is changing
at breakneck speed
and traditional business
models are being
obliterated faster than
ever before. More and
more people are opting
to be free agents,
common people are
more empowered than
ever, and leaders are
naked and exposed. 20th
century management
practices were all
designed to maximize
control, whereas the 21st
century is underpinned
by freedom, flexibility,
and openness. Can
companies striving
for successful digital
transformation continue
to function using

management practices
from the 1980s and 90s?
What must change? Why,
and How?
In the session, the
following will
be addressed:
•

How to create a
pipeline of visionary
future leaders in the
21st century context?

•

How must leadership
itself be redefined in
the open source era?

•

What style of
leadership is best for
creating breakthrough
success in today’s
environment?
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Dato’ Ho Kay Tat
group chief executive
officer & publisher
The Edge Communications
Ho Kay Tat has been in journalism
for 30 over years. He spent 6 years
with the New Straits Times group,
Malaysia’s biggest newspaper
company. In the NST, he reported
extensively on Malaysian politics. In
1990, he joined the Kuala Lumpur
bureau of Reuters just as Malaysia’s
economic boom was starting to take
place and covered mainly economic,
corporate and money market news.
He left Reuters to be the KL
10

Speaker • Dato’ Ho Kay Tat

correspondent for the Singapore
Business Times in 1994 where apart
from reporting, he had a weekly column
on Malaysia called “Market Matters”.
From Singapore BT, he joined The
Edge, a business and investment
weekly in Malaysia, as Editor in August,
1996. He also assumed the role of
Editor for Asia Inc, a regional business
publication from 2003 until May 2005.
Kay Tat was appointed Managing
Director and Editor-in-Chief of The Edge
and The Edge Financial Daily in 2005.
On October 1, 2009 he stepped down
as Managing Director. He was Editor-inChief until June 2010.
In 2010 Kay Tat took up the post of
Chief Executive Officer of The Star
publications. He held that position
until 2012.
Currently he is the Publisher and Group
Chief Executive Officer of The Edge
Media Group.
Kay Tat was conferred the title “Dato’” by
the Sultan of Perak in November 2018.
Kay Tat majored in political science
while studying at the Science
University in Penang, Malaysia.
He also took a minor programme in
mass communications.

TOPIC

The coming
collapse of
the news
media
business
as we
know it
Facebook, Google,
Instagram, Youtube are
eating the breakfast,
lunch and dinner of
news companies. It is
the new colonialism that
controls out lives - what
we read, what we see
and how we think. Can
anything be done to
stop it?
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Sinan Ismail
chief executive officer
Digital Durian
Make people happy via Didi & Friends
and Omar & Hana.
He loves to make people happy..
and is blessed to be able to do that.
He leads a team of 100 allstars
at Digital Durian. They create
fun and meaningful content for
young children.
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Speaker • Sinan Ismail

Their first IP Didi & Friends has 1.6
billion views on YouTube and more
than 2 million subscribers. It is
dubbed into 7 languages including
English, Malay, Spanish, Portuguese
and Bahasa Indonesia. They have
more than 800 SKUs and four in
mall entertainment rides in Malaysia.
Their second IP Omar & Hana has
900 million views on YouTube and
also more than 2 million subscribers.
It is in English, Arabic and Malay.
In Malaysia, they have more than
300 SKUs. Omar & Hana is also
broadcasted in 25 countries all
around the world - in the UK, MENA,
Malaysia and Indonesia.
Digital Durian’s mission is simple –
“We want to create value and make
millions of children & families around
the world happy with our content,
products and experiences”.

TOPIC

Didi & Friends
+ Omar & Hana
360° way to
spread joy
& engage the
hearts of kids
and parents
Our 2 IPs (cartoons)
have more than 2 billion
views and 4 million
subscribers on YouTube.
Why YouTube? What is
the business strategy?
What is the drive behind
creating these children
cartoons? Sinan will
share his journey and
insights from creating 2
successful YouTube IPs
which have had great
success beyond the
small screen.
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head of brands
and partnerships
Maxis

Tai Kam Leong
Tai has spent the last 16 years
searching out possibilities to be
made into probabilities. Mostly
manifested in the fields of brand,
strategy and communications in
Malaysia and Singapore, he’s spent
the last few years in Maxis managing
the home business before delving
into marketing in more recent
times. There’s inherent power
in partnerships and harnessing
curiosity for betterment, and as such,
he’s pretty obsessed with exploring
all things new.
Tai believes that change is
simultaneously inevitable, scary
and exciting. The key to unlocking
the opportunities it brings begins
with collective self awareness and
conversations. He looks forward to
coffee with just about anyone that’s
game for one.
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Speaker • Tai Kam Leong

TOPIC

Game-Changed: How
Maxis Has And Continue
To Be Disrupted
“Ultra-demanding. Only
in it for the money. Short
attention span. Chaotic
and undisciplined.
Full-time social media
creatures, but no social
skills in real life. Unwilling
to work long hours.
Can’t deal with pressure.
Snowflake-y syndrome”.
There have been many
ways the industry
describe talent today,
and lament the

challenge of delivering
great work in a culture
unlike the ‘good ol’
times’.
At Maxis, we have been
disrupted too, in many
ways, and our affliction
is deep seated and wide
spread. Would like to
share a couple of tales
of terror of how we had
our game changed from
within, and perhaps
mutually learn from it.
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Henry Tan
chief executive officer
Astro Malaysia Holdings Bhd

Henry is building on the strength
of Astro’s unrivalled reach and
engagement with 77% of Malaysian
households, 16.7 million listeners and
9.3 million unique visitors on digital
platforms to transform Astro into
a content and consumer company
utilising data and digital technology.
Prioritising the customer, his aim is
to redefine the customer to that of a
privileged member to whom the best
commerce, competitive broadband
connectivity and a world of rewards
will be available.
16

Speaker • Henry Tan

Henry continues to champion
vernacular, Nusantara and Asian
originals, from film to TV to digital, to
ensure consumer relevance, reach
and engagement. He believes in the
potential of Malaysian movies and
was instrumental in the success of 7
of Malaysia’s top 10 films.
He spearheaded many firsts and
breakthroughs, including:
• Introducing high definition (HD)

TOPIC

Don’t throw
the baby out...
•

The best way to
engage consumers is
through hi-tech, online,
programmatic ads. TV
is passé and a dinosaur
in the digital age. Or is
it?

•

Hollywood rules the
roost and everybody

and 4K UHD
• NJOI, the free satellite
multichannel service
• Astro First, cinema in your home
service
• eGG, regional eSports channel

wants to watch the
latest Marvel, Star Wars
and Fast & Furious
movies. Meanwhile, the
local movie industry
is in the doldrums. Or
is it?

• Boo, Asian horror channel
• Digital vernaculars, Gempak and
Awani platforms
• Local Hua Hee Hokkien
entertainment and Malay Lawak
comedy brands
He was responsible for the Group’s
airtime sales and Chairman of Go
Shop, Astro’s home-shopping and
eCommerce service, and led the
Group in achieving an increase in
share of TV viewership from 43% to
73%, share of TV Adex from 27% to
47% and share of radio Adex from
53% to 80% in the past 5 years.

•

In this disrupted world,
where everybody is our
competitor, it’s do or
die and it’s every man
for himself. Or is it?

Astro CEO and media
thought leader Henry Tan
will show you why you
should be challenging
everything you think you
know about the media
industry…
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Victor
Topoyossakul
chief commercial officer
BSS Holdings
An experienced Finance professional,
having qualified as a Chartered
Accountant in 2009, under training
contract with Ernst & Young (UK).
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Speaker • Vithaya Topoyossakul

Having relocated from London to
Bangkok at the end of 2012 Victor
joined PwC Thailand in the Advisory
practice during which he was seconded
to Lazada Thailand as the Interim
CFO. After a stint as the CFO at
Ascend Group (the eCommerce arm
of True and CP Group, which includes
True Money), he is now the Chief
Commercial Officer at BSS Holdings
(the digital arm of the BTS Group
which is commonly known as “Rabbit”)
building partnerships by leveraging
off assets within the BTS Group; he
also holds a parallel position as Group
Strategic Development Director at VGI
Plc with focus on post M&A integration.
Victor’s skill set is focused on the
Tech sector, including eCommerce,
ePayments, Data, and Digital
marketing.

TOPIC

Intelligence
Behind O2O
(Online to
Offline)
Business
Solutions
Who said you can’t
have it all? Whether its
data platform, hyper
targeting to seamless
experiential connectivity
between audience and
businesses. Victor will
share some insights
on providing the right
marketing solutions to
meet brand’s objectives.
How the game is
changed when you
have an active online
to offline business
solutions provider
pioneering tomorrow’s
solution.
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Hari
Vijayarajan
chief commercial officer
ONE Championship

Hari Vijayarajan is the Chief
Commercial Officer of ONE
Championship and is responsible in
driving key strategic initiatives and
new businesses. He is responsible
in helping to increase ONE
Championship’s scalability and
growth across all key markets, and
helping to scale ONE Championship
into the first multibillion dollar global
sports media property in Asian history.
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Speaker • Hari Vijayarajan

Hari Vijayarajan comes to ONE
Championship from Lazada
Singapore where he was Chief
Business Officer and part of its
senior leadership team. Vijayarajan
was also Executive Vice President
and Regional Category Leader of
Electronics (Mobiles, PC, TV, Camera,
Accessories), at Lazada Group,
onboarding and negotiating with
some of the world’s largest brands
like Apple, Samsung, and Xiaomi.
He has over 15 years of experience
in the technology, consulting,

TOPIC

Putting Asia
On The Global
Stage

and eCommerce industries, with
extensive global experience across
the United States, Asia Pacific,
Japan, and China.

Hear from ONE
Championship’s Chief
Commercial Officer,
Hari Vijayarajan, on
how ONE is breaking
grounds to new markets
across the region
and their formula for
success as he discuss
martial arts in Asia and
the incredible heroes
behind every story.
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Diana
Boo
CHIEF MARKETING
OFFICER
Lazada Malaysia

Proximity and Saatchi & Saatchi
before expanding her portfolio to
digital media.
With Over 20 years in advertising,
digital media and adtech space
in South East Asia, Diana Boo
brings extensive digital marketing
experience with a proven track
record in partnership management
and business growth. Prior to joining
Lazada, Diana helmed Country
Manager for iflix Malaysia and Brunei,
leading 4 major business divisions
mainly local content, marketing,
distribution and sales. Prior to iflix
she was one of the pioneering team
who co-founded the formation of
CtrlShift, held the role of Head of
Publisher Solutions for SEA business,
for over nine years. Prior to CtrlShift,
she held senior roles at renowned
advertising agencies such as BBDO/
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When she’s not at work, she loves
to travel, experiencing new culture,
explore new cuisines, bring home
memories by shopping a lot and
collecting art pieces from country
local artists. Closer to home, when
she has some free time, she likes to
take weekend arts & crafts workshop,
she’s done leather crafting to
perfume making and then discovered
that she has a natural talent in flower
arrangements. You can call her Diana
(pronounced as Dye-ana, similar to
the late Princess of Wales), D or Boo
in short.

Datuk Kamal Khalid is the Group
Managing Director of Media Prima
Berhad since 2 August 2017. He has
been with Media Prima since May
2009 and had held various positions
including Chief Executive Officer,
Television Networks, Chief Operating
Officer, Group Shared Services and
Chief Operating Officer, Business
Development and International.
Prior to that, he served as Head of the
Communications Unit in the Prime
Minister’s Office for 6 years. He had
also worked in the financial services
sector in banking and private equity
financing and at the Kuala Lumpur
Stock Exchange (now Bursa Malaysia).

Currently, he is a member of UniKL
Industry Advisory Board, Marketing
Committee of Football Association
of Malaysia (FAM) and sits on
the Board of Malaysia External
Trade Development Corporation
(MATRADE).
He received his secondary education
in MRSM Muar, Johor and graduated
with a Bachelor of Laws (with
Honors) Degree from the University
of Nottingham, England. He was
selected to become Malaysia’s
Eisenhower Fellow for 2005.

Datuk
Kamal
Khalid
group managing
director
Media Prima Bhd
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Marc Woo is the Country Head of
Google Malaysia where he oversees
sales and business development
operations as well as partnerships
for Google’s products and services.
He was previously the Industry
Head for the e-commerce, travel
and financial services business
for Google in Malaysia for the past
several years. Marc was among the
very first Malaysia hires for Google
when it began operations in the
country in 2011.

His previous experiences before
joining Google included building
a digital agency in Singapore,
technology consulting in London
and designing websites for the
World Cyber Games.
Marc holds first class honors in
Actuarial Science from the London
School of Economics, and obtained
full distinctions at Raffles Junior
College in Singapore under the
ASEAN scholarship program.

Marc Woo
country head
Google Malaysia
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Panelist • Marc Woo & Moderator • Lau Sulin

regional head of
country marketing
Grab

Sulin Lau
Growing up as the nerdy daughter
of an obsessive history buff, Sulin
dreamed of traveling the world as a
journalist — but fate intervened, and
she ended up in advertising instead.
She went on to lead strategy teams at
BBDO and DDB. In 2014, not content
with advising clients from the outside,
she decided to become one.
As Head of Marketing Services for
Digi (2009-2013) and later Maxis
(2014-2017), she believed that before
you can transform a brand externally,
you first need to disrupt internally
how marketing teams collaborate. A
lover of marketing hacks: one of the
world’s earliest FB 360 videos – shot
before 360 cameras were even sold,
a plantable Angpow that blooms into
flowers, and publicly betting the CTO’s
life on Maxis’ improved data network.
Maxis was named EFFIE Effective
Brand of the Year 3 times in a row and
was ranked #1 Effective advertiser
in APAC (7th globally) according
to the 2017 Global Effie Top 100
Effectiveness Index.

She left marketing briefly to lead
Facebook’s agency partnership
team in Southeast Asia but joined
Grab in March this year to lead
Grab’s marketing teams in Indonesia,
Malaysia and Philippines.
In between stints in advertising, she’s
also been a Kiva Fellow, published a
creative marketing guide that helps
small businesses think big on a small
budget, and dabbles unspectacularly
in writing and painting.
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Freda
Liu
lead producer
& presenter
BFM89.9

Freda Liu is a vivacious persona who
has lived and breathed business
in the past decade with Malaysia’s
only business radio station and has
conducted over 5000 interviews
and some prominent names include
Martin Cooper, author Stephen Covey,
motivational speaker Nick Vijucic,
former GE CEO Jack Welch, the
Duke of York HRH Prince Andrew to
Wikileaks founder Julian Assange. At
BFM, her show Enterprise provides
the tools to help businesses succeed
covering topics with the startup
scene, personal development,
technology to organizational
development. While HerVantage
talks about women of leadership
and influence to showcase women
representation in all strata of society
from sports, the arts & sciences to
entrepreneurship.
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Freda has authored five books called
“PR Yourself” and “Shake & Spear
Your Business: The Romeo & Juliet
Way,” and “Everybody Loves Ray”
(biography) “Bursting Fixed Mindsets”
and her latest “In Your Skin”. She also
contributes to The Star, one of the
leading English newspapers.
She was recently awarded the
ASEAN Rice Bowl Awards for Malaysia
Startup Journalist Of The Year and a
nominee for MaGIC’s Social Enterprise
journalist. Freda is a member of
the National Association of Women
Entrepreneurs Malaysia (NAWEM)
and the Malaysian Association of
Professional Speakers (MAS). She
started her Lean In Circle called Think
and the Malaysian chapter and has
over 100 members
in her group.

President’s
Message
Throughout history, change has been a
constant and imminent part of our lives.
While we are used to a steady increase
of change, a different kind is quickly
taking over: a disruptive one –where
existing rules are argued, reformed, and
re-structured.
Driven by those challenging the current
state of affairs, disruptive change has
bled into every aspect of everyday lifefrom technology, culture, fashion, media,
even politics, and has in turn created a
rapid evolution in our current needs and
wants. This signifies that limitations set
by the past are quickly being overthrown

YAP CHEE WENG
President of Media
Specialists Association

in matters affecting us today.
While the innovators of disruptive
change are re-shaping multiple aspects

For this to happen, we as media

of our lives, from how we perceive

practitioners must build strong

our problems to how we troubleshoot

consumer experiences by

solutions, it also raises the question of

understanding people’s innermost

how we conduct our businesses in the

motivations, beyond their digital

shifting media landscape. The ever-

behaviour. I believe that the way forward

changing industry and other challenges

to break through this noisy and chaotic

have led us to re-imagine how we view

world is to deliver EXPERIENCE BEYOND

issues in order to stay ahead of the ever-

EXPOSURE.

changing landscape.
These experiences that we create, must
Although it is crucial for agencies to

aim to engage, amuse, entertain and

continuously modify their business

inform. It should be a collaborative effort

practices in order to thrive, we must ask:

between the brand and consumers; this

what does the agency of the future look

helps solidify the authenticity of the

like, and how do achieve that vision?

delivered messages and ensures true
efficacy in any campaign.

Unfortunately, there is no concrete
answer for that, given the ambiguity and

To be a game changer in this industry

uncertainty that the future may hold.

we need to move away from a marketing
world which is so driven by mere media

However, despite the noisy and chaotic

exposure and revert back to the true

world of media, a brand’s outreach is

essence of marketing: to build trusted,

exemplified by its ability to bring emotive

sustained and valuable relationships.

experiences to its customers, beyond
the simple media exposure and visibility.

Thank you.

Organizing
Chairman’s
Message
ANDREW LEONG

Media is the single most influential
factor in the world today. With the
rise of digital media, along with
the digitization of analog media, it
has continued to affect the social,
economic, and political landscape.
The Malaysian media industry itself
is a highly dynamic and significant
industry sector, spending an
estimated cumulative amount of
RM15 billion per annum, covering
every paid media across analog,
digital and outdoor media.
With the staggering rate of change
in the media landscape affecting
all elements and components of
media creators, platforms, planners
and consumers it has bred new
innovators and thought provokers
in the industry which comes as no
surprise as to why the Malaysian
Media Conference and Awards (MMA)
theme “Game Changers” is super
relevant in today’s world.

With the continuously evolving
media landscape, it is more
important than ever for the Media
Specialist Association (MSA) to be
a front-runner in driving change by
re-energizing the MMA. With the
introduction of a conference element
for a meeting of minds, it is now
positioned to become increasingly
inclusive and purposeful.
By converging key senior leaders of
the industry via one summit, the MSA
not only demonstrates the strength
of the media eco-system in Malaysia,
but also celebrates the positive
impact the media has made in our
society, our communities, our country,
and our lives.
We are determined to continuously
recognize and reward not only those
within the association, but to also
extend that acknowledgment beyond
to media platforms, content creators
and the advertisers of Malaysia. With
that, it is our goal that the Malaysian
Media Awards will continue to
embrace the panoramic nature of
the media landscape, and always be
ready for change.
Thank you.
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DAN Empower

ANDREW LEONG
Growth Officer, Publicis Media Malaysia
Publicis Groupe Malaysia

Andrew Leong is the Growth
Officer of Publicis Media Malaysia.

Andrew started out his career in Leo
Burnett, led a double life as a Brand

With over 20 years of experience
in communications, Andrew is
responsible for the operations and
business growth of media agency
brands - Starcom, Zenith Media,
Spark Foundry and Performics
in Malaysia.

Strategist, building and leading
planning teams across Malaysia,
Singapore and China. He was the
APAC Regional Planning Director for
the J&J skincare portfolio.

Prior to this role, Andrew was the
Managing Partner of Leo Burnett/
Arc Worldwide, where he led the
specializations of Digital, Social,
CRM, PR, Brand Consulting,
Activation, Data Analytics and
Lifestyle Marketing.

Andrew was appointed as the
Head of Strategic Resources for
ZenithOptimedia Greater China,
where he published the following
white papers; “Digital TouchPoints in
China 2011”, “Synergizing Paid, Owned
and Earned Media 2012” and led the
largest proprietary agency research
study across 150 cities with 17,000+
respondents for the “Emerging
Middle Class of China 2013” report.
The findings from this pivotal study
was presented by Andrew at the 2013
Cannes Lions International Festival
of Creativity, and shared across the
global Zenith network.

ADITYA RAO
Vivaki (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd

Aditya (fondly known as Adi) started
his career as a Software Engineer. He
moved to the media industry after he
realized that his passion lies in media.
After completing his Masters
course in Marketing & Advertising,
he took up digital planning role in
GroupM, Mumbai for close to 3 years
before moving to a specialized role
of a Mobile Solutions Manager in
Madhouse, Mumbai for 2 years.
He re-located to Malaysia in 2013 to
explore the digital media industry in
SEA and put his skills in developing
digital best practices. He has been
with the Publicis Groupe Malaysia,
donning various hats from planning
role to digital lead role in Performics.

AGNES YEE
OMD

He loves to go bag packing around
the world exploring different local
cultures & a regular at open air music
festivals in Europe. A power yoga
practitioner and plays intermediate
level racquet sports.
Adi’s key achievements:
1) Successfully consulted a
leading retail client to migrate to
e-commerce by implementing
a robust end to end conversion
measurement framework.
2) Orchestrated the roll out of TAAG
division (Technology & Activation
Group), focuses on technology
expertise/processes to deliver &
measure digital solutions towards
business KPIs.

“Nobody cares how much
you know until they know
how much you care.” – is a
quote that I live by. This is
cascaded down to the work
and commitment delivered
to internal and external
partners. In this fragmented
and fluid landscape, we can
only achieve excellence and
goals through mutual trust,
respect and open-ness.

ANG SHAO TING
Trapper Media

Spearheading Trapper Media Group’s
interactive brand Trapper Interactive,
with 11 years of experience in digital
regionally. Started his career as a
Search Specialist with twice digital
agency start-up experiences.
Aside from agency’s operation
he is currently focusing more on
elevating the overall digital capability,
innovation and future proofing
ability of the agency with its local
positioning. Strongly believe in agency
transformation through technology
disruption, however, with unchanged
agency’s fundamental role between

APARNA KRISHNAN
Universal McCann

Co creating the digital realm as it
evolved has shaped the rare ‘Thinker
and Doer’ Strategist in Aparna.
Today she leads Digital and Business
Strategy for UM and Ensemble at IPG
Mediabrands, Malaysia. She is winning
globally for her outstanding digital
initiatives and has played a vital role
in IPG acing RECMA and bagging the
Digital AOY, Media AOY , Effie AOY &
Mobile AOY, in 2018.

ad tech providers and brands in
strategizing and integrating the best
solutions. Managed over 50 brands
across multiple verticals as a result of
startup experience. Reckitt Benckiser
MY & SG, Watson’s SG, Subaru, KLM
Airline, Canon, ING, Burger King,
Tourism Malaysia, KIA, Ferrari are
some prominent brands among
many.

BRYAN WONG
GlaxoSmithKline Consumer
Healthcare

As General Manager of GSK
Consumer Healthcare Malaysia,
Singapore, Brunei (MSB), Bryan Wong
oversees a wide portfolio of trusted
consumer brands like Panadol,
Sensodyne, Scott’s and Polident
and is responsible for the company’s
business growth and strategic
direction.

responsibilities across the business
and categories. He was the Sales
Director of P&G Philippines where he
was responsible for driving $1billion
sales in P&G’s second biggest APAC
market and 15th biggest globally.

Based in Malaysia since 2018,
Bryan is part of the Southeast Asia
Consumer Healthcare Leadership
Team. Prior to joining GSK in March
2018, Bryan spent 24 years in P&G

He has also held other leadership
positions in P&G across the globe
including Walmart Global Team
in the US, Regional Fabric Care
in Singapore, Regional Hair Care
and Sales in Thailand. He has
driven strong business growth and
productivity through the re-design of
the company’s go-to-market model,
vigorous consumer engagement and

holding various roles of increasing

new business development.

CHAN MEY FUNG
Heineken Malaysia [MAA]

With 13 years’ experience in advertising
& media industry. Started my career as
journalist. Joined media agency in 2008.
Now on the client side with Heineken
Malaysia leading the media agenda
across the company.

CHANCHAL
CHAKRABARTY
Mediacompete

Chanchal Chakrabarty, CEO of GroupM
Malaysia is one of the most experienced
and respected regional talents of the
Group. He has been with WPP for over
20years of which almost half has been
in Malaysia.
An avid travel & music enthusiast,
Chanchal is a strong believer of work
life integration and with technology
enablers, ensures not missing out on
precious life moments while managing
work priorities.

CHANDRAN RAVI
VGI Airports Bhd

Chandran’s career spans
across government and
private sectors and has
accumulated experience in
various industries – Education,
Finance, Airlines, Media and
Hotel start-up. Was part of the
pioneering team at the highly
successful business weekly
newspaper, The Edge – both

in Malaysia and Singapore.
Was part of management
team that conceptualized
and launched Malaysia’s
highly successful and largest
free English newspaper, The
Sun. His aviation experience
includes Air Asia and Malindo
Air – playing several senior
commercial and marketing
roles. Exposed regionally
with Global Rooms (tech
start up) setting up offices
in Philippines, Thailand,
Indonesia and Malaysia.

KAGEE CHEW
Universal McCann
With an avid interest in media, Kagee
made her first foray into the industry
as a Media Planner in 1990 and has
since enjoyed a flourishing career.
Kagee joined IPG Mediabrands in
1998, taking on a strategic planning
role and subsequently progressed
to a client servicing role within the
same agency. In 2013, Kagee was
appointed Senior Vice President
and has recently assumed new
responsibilities as Managing Director
of Corporate Affairs.
In her 21 years at IPG Mediabrands,
Kagee has twice won the Grand Prix
Award (in 2006 and 2007) and was
at the helm of the team that led
Universal McCann to become Agency
of the Year for 5 years. She has also
been an invaluable business partner
to numerous blue-chip corporations

including Telecom Malaysia, Nestle,
Unilever, Colgate Palmolive, CocaCola and Johnson & Johnson.
Today, Kagee’s commitment to
her profession remains strong.
Leveraging on her significant
knowledge and expertise, she
continues her passion in developing
and nurturing talent for the industry.
Alongside her passion and her career,
Chew Kagee is appointed as the
Organising Chairman of the Malaysian
Media Awards (MMA) 2016.

CHINAR JOSHI
Invictus Blue
An Experienced Advertising & Marketing
executive with a proven track record
of building successful brands across
the South-East Asia region in a career
spanning 12 years. Adept at building
marketing & communication strategy with
a strong consumer focus while driving
business growth, Chinar is always looking
for that new idea or inspiration for engaging
with consumers & building brands.

CHRISTABEL CHEAH
Initiative Media
Christabel is armed with cumulative
experience across multinational
and local conglomerate businesses
spanning three global agency
networks. Part of the leadership
team at Initiative since 2016, her
passion & contribution in nurturing
ideas & building client partnerships,
have earned her numerous local and
regional awards in both the areas of
media and brand building.

CINDY CHIA
Mindshare Malaysia

the reasons why she was named
SEA Planner/Buyer of the year by
Campaign Asia a few years back.
She believes that media agencies
should be the leading force in
communications, especially when
everything begins and ends with
media these days.
Cindy Chia is the Head of Client
Service at GroupM Malaysia. In her
22 years of career in advertising and
media, she had created various firstin-market, award winning creative
media solutions for multinational as
well as local clients. This is one of

Cindy is an avid scuba diver who loves
remote islands with muck and macro
diving. She does half marathons
on a regular basis as she enjoys
the outdoors. She is also excellent
in baking and cake decorating but
rumoured to be terrible in cooking.

DARIEN MAH
ForeFront Studio Sdn Bhd
[4As]
Darien is the founder and CEO
of FOREFRONT International
(FOREFRONT). He possesses a
Degree in Software Engineering
with Business from the University of
Birmingham, UK.
Founded 14 years ago by Darien,
FOREFRONT is currently an awardwinning team that specialises in
advertising and marketing premium
products and services by tailoring
bespoke, insight-driven programmes

to reach emerging and ultraaffluent consumers. FOREFRONT’s
many recognitions (including the
2017 Malaysian Business of the
Year Award) have inspired Darien
to expand the agency regionally
and diversify its services via
solution-based subsidiaries, which
include real-estate marketing,
F&B, emerging technology, and
alternative creative solutions.

DARREN YUEN
BPN
Darren is the Group Managing
Director of BPN and Reprise. He has
over 22 years of industry experience
in the communications, data and
technology field and in his leadership
role, oversees the agency’s
development, growth and evolution
in the industry today. Starting his
career in media, Darren has a deep
passion in business transformation
through dynamic communication
ecosystems. A strong believer in
effective innovation and creativity, he
has served as a jury member in many
industry awards including the MMA
several times before. A competitive
sportsman in his free time, he
prides himself in applying the same
competitive grit both in work and play.

DAWN LIEW
Kopitiam Asia Pacific
Sdn Bhd
Dawn leads the Business Development, and
Marketing Teams for the F&B Segment of
the Oldtown Group. Under her stewardship,
the chain is now 244 outlets strong and
can be found regionally across Malaysia,
Singapore, Indonesia, Hong Kong, Myanmar,
and Cambodia.

DHEERAJ RAINA
Mindshare Malaysia

“In a career spanning more than
a decade, Dheeraj has built his
expertise in a variety of roles and
industries, mostly in companies
where he was not just a marketer but
also a Problem solver, Storyteller,
technology whiz, brand specialist and
a marketing thought leader.
Dheeraj started his career with L.G
Electronics, India, and has worked
with content production company
STPL and with Mindshare across India
and Malaysia markets In his previous
assignment as the Managing Director
for ada, Dheeraj was the country head
of Malaysia and emerging markets,
responsible for building the digital
marketing agency business for Axiata
in these markets.

He is currently the Managing Director
of Mindshare in Malaysia leading
the 150+ team and has also built
Proprietary dynamic marketing
frameworks for Telecom and Aviation
category”

ELAINE HEW
Mercedes-Benz Malaysia
S/B
Every day is a new adventure if you
are living the life of your dreams. The
hashtag #girlboss may be overused
but I am also a mother, a thinker and
a doer. I absolutely love the outdoors
and you will usually find me outside
biking, running, shopping or doing
just about anything other than sitting
still. I spend my weekends chasing
my two adorable girls around and on
the professional side, I would consider
myself an active marketer who
loves meeting people. Sharing my
knowledge with other fellow marketer

is something I find truly an amazing
and rewarding experience. I would not
survive without chocolates, coffee
and cakes and I must say that l am
so lucky to be able to do what I love
every day.

GOH SOO MEI
Entropia (M)

With a total of 14 years in media,
Soo Mei has successfully upheld a
stewardship of clients under her belt
including Maxis, L’Oréal, Dutch Lady,
J&J, U Mobile, and most recently
Etika. She plays an instrumental
role in creating media solutions to
client problems that delivers positive
business impact.

JASMIN OMAR
Ellipsis (M) Sdn Bhd [4As]
Jasmin Omar is the Managing
Director of the well established
advertising agency Ellipsis Asia
Sdn Bhd., a Council Member of 4A’s
Malaysia, Vice President of the Audit
Bureau of Circulation (Malaysia)
and Executive Vice President to the
Global Institute of Strategic Economic
Development (GISED) of Georgetown
Group.
Jasmin Omar comprises over two
decades of experience in handling a
myriad of projects in both Asia and
in Europe, which has led to several
noteworthy branding strategies and
award winning campaigns.

JAVED JAFRI
Unilever
Resource Investigator with 18 years of
Communication Management experience
on Fortune 500 Brands
Demonstrated Visionary leadership
by leading the Digital transformation
& worked across digital Savvy, digital
driven industries and functions. Strong
background in crafting strategies for
new ventures, re designing the business
model.
Media Specialist with growth mindset,
believes in “team work – can do wonders”
constantly leading, mentoring and
bringing together diverse team across
multiple markets

JESSICA LIM
Nestle Malaysia [MAA]

After 20 over years of active
work within the industry, Jessica
remains just as excited and in
love with the ever changing media
and communications landscape.
Someone who is passionate about
developing partnerships as well as
new innovations.
With years spent in both agencies as
well as clients’ side, she believes in
the art of balancing between creative
award winning ideas vs the reality of
meeting marketing objectives.

JOANNE YAU
Vizeum Media

Joanne is currently the Head of
Operation at Vizeum Media, she is
one of the pioneer employee in the
company. With 18 years of experience
in integrated communication planning
and responsible for a collaborative
approach within the Group to exceed
clients’ expectations.
She is also tasked to ensure the
business is well-coordinated
and productive by managing its
procedures and raising young
media talents.

Her past and present clients include
the top 2 leading financial institutions,
Tourism, Aviation, FMCGs, Home
Furnishing, Fashion, Luxury
timepiece, etc.

JONATHAN GOLDSMID
VGI Airports Bhd

In 2011 Jonathan moved back to the
media owner side of the business
with Clear Channel International,
where he was responsible for
the development, roll out and
management of Clear Channel’s
International airport business.
After starting his career at JC Decaux
in 1997, Jonathan moved to the
media agency side of the business
where as CEO of Aviator Media, part
of GroupM, he oversaw its expansion
into the world’s largest specialist
media planning and buying agency
for airport advertising.

Jonathan now resides in Malaysia
where as COO of VGI Global Media’s
airport business, he is responsible
for spearheading the expansion of
VGI’s airport business across the SE
Asian region which currently includes
exclusive contracts with KLIA and
Senai airports in Malaysia.

JULIA TEO MAY MAY
Johnson & Johnson
Consumer

A passionate and driven marketeer.
Currently heads the marketing
and integrated communications
for Johnson & Johnson Consumer
Malaysia & Singapore. A strategic
thinker with strong work ethics and
hands-on spirit. Over 18 years of
working experience within FMCG
industry and experiences that
cut across different functions like
brand (consumer) marketing, trade

(shopper) marketing, research
and business development. Has a
proven track record of successful
achievements and deliverables
growing some of the world’s leading
brands such as Neutrogena, Listerine,
Milo, Johnson’s Baby and Maggi.

KEITH NG
Ambank Group
At AmBank Group, Keith Ng dons two
hats - VP of Marketing & Comms,
AmDigital and Group Digital & Social
Media, Group Corporate Comms &
Marketing. With more than 14 years of
experience in advertising and marketing
communications, including a year in
Shanghai, China, he manages and
strategises digital and social media
marketing and communications across
the AmBank Group.
Prior to the banking line, he enjoyed
making clients happy when he was
in account servicing in the creative
advertising industry.

KERRI LIM
Wavemaker

24 years of experience in
communications planning in both
media and creative agencies.
Enjoys exploring communication
strategies can drive better
business results. Experience
spans across numerous
industries such as Beauty, Food
& Beverage, Snacks, Hospitality,
Travel, Tourism, Banking, Oil &
Gas, Telco and etc

KIRON KESAV
PHD Media
Kiron started his career as a
software engineer & tester after
his engineering graduation before
discovering his love for advertising.
He started his advertising career
with IPG at UM, Mumbai. He has Multi
market experience across a variety of
categories.
He moved to Malaysia in 2014 as part
of the Nestle account at Mindshare,
Kuala Lumpur, and then went on to
the Head of Strategy for Mindshare.

Kiron joined PHD Malaysia as GM,
Strategy & Platforms in 2018 to lead
Leading the strategic output for PHD
and driving strategic thinking and
vision for the agency.

LOO JHING LOON
Invictus Blue Sdn Bhd

LV CHONG
Monster Alliance [4As]
A digital native who is a big fan of
16-bit graphics from the mIRC era.
Being a pioneer with over 20 years’
experience across South East
Asia, LV is a passionate believer
in “Contagious Ideas that Change
the Conversation” manifesto. His
biggest achievement in life is to
inspire while capturing the hearts of
consumers through his craft.

LYNDON YAP
Bluedale Integrated
The co-founder of Bluedale Group
of Companies has a long journey in
the media industry. With approximate
26++ years in experiences under his
belt, Lyndon Yap is one of the pioneer
that develop and promoted Tourism
Malaysia’s …….. Malaysia Truly Asian
overseas with them, during the early
years of the campaign. He started
his media experiences in outdoor
and have been now spear heading
the team to innovate on content in
the tourism industry. Currently some
of the portfolio includes, working
with the Central Asian countries to
promote and market, their tourism
products to this part of the region.

MAAZ KHAN
Mediacompete

Maaz started off his career
producing infotainment content for
a TV channel. Later on he moved
to media planning at GroupM and
Zenith; working on FMCG clients
notably Colgate Palmolive. He also
has experience managing media
investments at L’Oréal working on
the client-side with additional remit

of E-Commerce. He currently works
as Business Director with MediaCom
managing a diverse portfolio of
accounts which include well-known
brands like Shell and Richemont.
In his free time – he plays Cricket
and tries to conjure up the magic of
reverse swing.

MARIAN CHRISTINA
Carat Media Services
With almost 7 years of working
experience in the marketing &
advertising industry, Marian’s
professional track record
includes being a media planner
at Mindshare Malaysia, OMD
Malaysia and currently at Carat
Media Services as well as a
creative project manager at
Entropia Global.

MAWARNI ADAM
Berjaya Sompo Insurance

Mawarni holds a dual role as the
brand, marketing communications
and customer experience at Berjaya
Sompo Insurance in Malaysia and
regional brand and PR advisor for
Sompo Holdings (Asia) in Singapore
which oversees 14 markets in Asia
Pacific except Japan. She has
more than 17 years of experience
in the marketing industry, where
she has held senior branding and
marketing positions with regional

and global companies with an
award-winning history of marketing
transformations and business
growth. Before founding and running
M Consulting Asia as a director and
brand strategist, she was part of
Tune Group, heading the regional
marketing teams at Tune Insurance
before moving to the AirAsia BIG
Loyalty Programme. Along with her
team of industry experts, she has
led brand campaigns for businesses
from Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia,
Philippines and Australia, and won
multiple accolades on the national
and Asia Pacific levels for their work.

MINDY CHAI
Unity Communications

‘I have a history of handling the hybrid
planning of diverse categories – from
FMCG to Telco. On a ‘less’ busier day,
the foodie in me has the penchant to
explore new food places and sing to
my heart’s content to recharge.’

NANDAN SAMANT
Starcom Mediavest Group

Nandan is a seasoned marketer with
more than 8 years of experience
in digital and integrated marketing
across three international markets,
working on accounts across a
range of sectors such as travel,
consumer electronics, banking &
financial services and ecommerce.
A loyal Publicis Groupe employee,
Nandan began his career with
search marketing and went on
to fulfil leadership roles in digital
marketing operations and business
development for the Groupe in India
and later in Malaysia. In his previous
few roles, he was heading up business
development for Performics India
and post that, he earned an internal
transfer to move to Malaysia and help

establish Performics in the market.
He has now repositioned himself as
head of strategy for Publicis Media.
Having already spent close to two
years working in the Malaysia market,
Nandan has been an admirer of the
market dynamics in Malaysia and he
is quite excited to see some of the
best media works coming out of the
region in this year’s MMA awards.

NICK DREW
Google Malaysia (MDA)
Nick is an avid lover of the
communications industry
having worked across multiple
disciplines, countries and brands
over the past 15++ years.
He is currently a Business Head
at Google where he continues
to get excited by new thinking,
ideas and things that can help
clients connect with consumers
in different ways for impact.

RAHGU SRINIVASAN
Reckett Benckiser Malaysia

Commercial leader with over 17 years
of global and in market experience
across a rich spectrum of roles
in marketing, innovation, digital
business models, ecommerce
and sales, spanning health care,
household goods and breakthrough
technology across Asia and Europe.
Lived in 4 countries, currently
Marketing Director RB Health
Malaysia.

RISHI PAHWA
Wipro Consumer Care (LDW)
Rishi Pahwa is the Head of Marketing for
Wipro Consumer Care (LDW) Malaysia with
market leading brands in Skincare (Bio
essence), Personal care (Ginvera), Homecare
(MaxKleen9 / NappiKleen) and Healthcare
(Ebene).
Rishi, an Indian national is an experienced
marketing, consumer research, media and
sales professional with over 16 years of
experience in FMCG, Consumer Goods and
Retail industry across India and Malaysia.
In his current role he heads marketing, new
product development, media and design
departments. Recipient of Gold for Chief
Marketing Officer Award 2018 he has also
been in the panel of judges for the APAC
Effie Awards.

SATOSHI SHIMIZU
Dentsu X Malaysia

Joined Dentsu Inc. in 1999, and had
worked in Newspaper Division for
13 years. In the division he started
media buying, planning, analysis,
event management, newspaper
digitization, producing Apps from
media content and new businessmodel development.
In 2012, moved to Global Media
& Digital Office in Dentsu. His
responsibility was in digital
development for Dentsu media
network in APAC.

In 2017, has been despatched to
dentsu X Malaysia, and mainly working
on Japanese account and diversifies
the agency services such as content
business and technology fields.

SCHRENE GOH
POS Malaysia
Schrene Goh is the EVP Marketing
at Pos Malaysia responsible for the
group’s wide brand and marketing,
communications as well as digital
and social strategy, with the focus of
driving customer experience.
Prior to Pos Malaysia, she was with
Malaysia Airlines responsible for
brand-building, revenue generation
through digital marketing, product
innovation and transformation of
Golden Lounge. During her tenure
in Malaysia Airlines, she has led her
team to numerous awards locally and
regionally including Best Marketer in

Travel and Hospitality award at the
Malaysian CMO 2018 awards.
She also brings with her over 18 years
of diversified marketing experience
across highly competitive and
dynamic industries including airlines,
telecommunications, consumer
electronics and e-commerce.

SHEILA SHANMUGAN
m/SIX Malaysia

Sheila Shanmugam has weathered the
highs and lows in the industry working
across diverse businesses for the past 20
years. She launched m/SIX in Malaysia,
positioning the agency as a global network
with local business insights, for local MNCs
and GLCs. Sheila works with a very young
dynamic team who continuously challenges
the relevance of what worked yesterday,
in driving real commercial value for Clients
businesses today. Won many awards locally
and regionally, the recent one being Agency
of The Year SEA – New Business.

TAN SOON LIANG
Vizeum Media
An integrated media planner by design,
digital specialist at heart, with a passion
for numbers and real-time data mining.
Having spent two decades in the media
industry championing performance
driven campaigns, Soon Liang is an active
investigator of key trends and technologies
that can truly add value to brands. He is also
constantly advocating transparency and
more importantly, accountability in order to
achieve a sustainable business model for all
stakeholders.

UZMA NAWAWI
Chevron Malaysia Limited
Uzma Nawawi joined Chevron in
March 2007 as Brand Marketing
Manager for Malaysia, Singapore and
Cambodia. Based in Kuala Lumpur,
Uzma is responsible for spearheading
Caltex brand building initiatives by
planning and executing effective
and impactful integrated marketing
strategies to build customer equity
and grow the business in both
markets. In 2018, the Caltex brand
received a Bronze Putra Brand Award
in the category of Automotive Fuels
in Malaysia.
Uzma’s forte in Marketing
Communications and Brand
Management stems from her brand
building experience in the hotel
industry. Having started her career
with Country Heights in 1994, she
soon took on YTL Hotels & Property in
2000 as Marketing Communications
Manager for JW Marriott Hotel
Kuala Lumpur and The Ritz-Carlton,

Kuala Lumpur. She was soon
promoted to the role of Marketing
Communications Director where
she spearheaded the division in
positioning the award- winning hotels
and resorts of YTL Corporation both
in international and local markets.
During her tenure, she launched the
trendsetting Spa Village brand which
garnered numerous awards and
recognition, including ‘World’s Top 25
Spas 2005’ by the Sunday Telegraph,
UK for its authentic concept.
Uzma currently reports directly to
the Caltex Brand Manager for Asia
Pacific, Brian Fisher.

VANITHA SELVATHURAI
Carat Media Services
An experienced media practitioner
driven by the fast-paced, constantly
evolving advertising industry. Worked
along with brands for media strategy,
brand and integrated marketing
communications planning over the
years. She has deep and diverse
experience working with some
top advertisers in Malaysia which
includes industries like FMCG, telco,
automotive, real estate, electronics
and entertainment.

She has a passion for the future
of media, communications and
marketing in the digital age. She is
focused on achieving continuous,
improved business performance.

YEE PEK KUAN.
Mars Wrigley Confectionery

A passionate marketer, whose
career has seen her working
with some of the most valuable
brands in the region and the
world. Pek Kuan has been able
to develop her passion for
marketing and consumer goods
in Mars Food. As the Category

Business Unit Director for
Developing Asia, she leads
the brand marketing function
taking care of world’s best
loved confectionery brands
across 16 countries in the
region. Mars confectionery
brands include M&M’S®,
SNICKERS®, MARS®,
DOUBLEMINT®, EXTRA®, and
SKITTLES®.

YVONNE CHEW.
Duapharma Biotech Bhd
Yvonne Chew is a Principle Marketing
Lead at Duopharma Biotech, a
local conglomerate and a key
regional player in pharmaceutical
manufacturing and distribution,
where she is responsible for
developing and executing winning
brand strategies for Consumer
healthcare products. Yvonne has over
a decade of award winning marketing
experiences, notably the brains
behind the raise and prominence
of brands such as Berocca and
Flavettes Effervescent. She is known
to be meticulous with an incredible
eye for details in all things related
to brand story telling. Beyond
work Yvonne is known as a major
proponent of autism awareness.

ZEESHAN MUHAMMAD
KHAN
DAN Empower

Joined Dentsu Inc. in 1999, and had
worked in Newspaper Division for
13 years. In the division he started
media buying, planning, analysis,
event management, newspaper
digitization, producing Apps from
media content and new businessmodel development.
In 2012, moved to Global Media
& Digital Office in Dentsu. His
responsibility was in digital
development for Dentsu media
network in APAC.

In 2017, has been despatched to
dentsu X Malaysia, and mainly
working on Japanese account and
diversifies the agency services such
as content business and technology
fields.
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ABOUT THE ORGANISER
The Media Specialists Association
was established to help media
specialists directly navigate the critical
issues affecting the media industry.

mymsa.org

